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Learning as a Change Leader: ‘view from your window’
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Recovery tools: Crisis Response Grid
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Use one word to
describe how you have
felt during Covid-19

How we learn in life and work
• Life and work present us with new dramas and challenges every day.
We adapt to these through reflection, learning, experimentation and
integration. This is learning.

• We learn from being stretched, reflecting on what the gap in our
competence or knowledge is, finding theories, skills or knowledge that
fill the gap, practicing and experimenting and then applying and
integrating into how we work and live.
• We are able now to handle the original challenge and are ready to learn
from the next one, in crisis situations, learning quickly is key to
adapting and surviving.
Source: Anne McMurray Development Ltd 2020 ©

Virtuous Leadership Learning Cycle
Ready for the next challenge !

I feel out of my depth
- this is beyond me

Share it with others
– learn and teach

What is it I don’t
know or can’t do?

I try something
new- if it works I
use it and make
it my own

I find a theory, a method,
a skill or a mentor that
will help me
Ref: Alexandre Havard Virtuous Leadership, Source: Anne McMurray Development Ltd 2020 ©

Virtuous Leadership Learning Cycle
My leadership capacity is expanding through learning from these new challenges
NOW

BEFORE

Ref: Alexandre Havard Virtuous Leadership, Source: Anne McMurray Development Ltd 2020 ©

The Vicious Leadership
Non-Learning Cycle
I am overwhelmed by my
next challenge

I feel out of my depth
- this is beyond me

I feel I have
no options
I have no space
to reflect

I default to my previous
experience

Ref: Alexandre Havard Virtuous Leadership, Source: Anne McMurray Development Ltd 2020 ©

The Vicious Leadership
Non-Learning Cycle
My leadership capacity is contracting – I cannot get to grips with what is required of me
NOW

BEFORE
Ref: Alexandre Havard Virtuous Leadership, Source: Anne McMurray Development Ltd 2020 ©

What’s happening to people and organisations?

• What’s the view from your window?
• What are you noticing?
• What are the challenges and opportunities?

Complex Systems need
Simple Rules
 Agree shared

purpose and
direction

 Use reliable
methodologies

 Build relationships
and networks

© 2020, OD - Improving Change Capacity, Kells, Co. Meath.
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 Understand Personal Experiences
 Support Behaviour Change
 Practice Collective Leadership
 Model Shared Values
 Engage & Communicate
 Invest in People & Teams
 Network & Partner
 Use Evidence & Lever Technology
 Deliver Public Value & Be
Accountable
 Define
 Design

 Deliver

© 2020, OD - Improving Change Capacity, Kells, Co. Meath.

Change Leadership in the Covid19 era
What are you noticing now?

•

© 2020, OD - Improving Change Capacity, Kells, Co. Meath.

Crisis Response Grid
Covid Era – Reflect Recover Renew Sessions 2020

The Crisis Response Grid helps us assess the things we stopped
and started, specific to the crisis response for Covid19. List the
changes your organisation/team/service has taken.

Review each change in terms of:
• Did it work?
• What was the impact?
• What were the unwanted impacts?
• What did we learn?

Source: Ian Burbidge, RSA (2020);
Anne McMurray (2020)

Crisis Response Grid

STARTED
STOPPED

DURING THE CRISIS
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Temporary Measures

Innovative Measures

We’ve done these things
to respond to the immediate
demands but they are
specific to the crisis

We’ve been able to try
these new things, and
they show some signs
of promise for the future

Obsolete Activity

Paused Activity

We’ve been able to stop
doing these things that
were already/are now unfit
purpose

We’ve had to stop these
things to focus on the crisis
but they need to be picked
up again in some form

STOPPED

STARTED
POST - CRISIS

NEW
PRACTICE

OLD
PRACTICE

Source: Ian Burbidge, RSA (2020);
Anne McMurray (2020)

Crisis Response Grid

STARTED

END

AMPLIFY

How do we end temporary
measures in ways that
enable us to learn from
the experience?

How do we amplify innovative
measures in ways that lead to
systematic change?

LET GO

STOPPED

DURING THE CRISIS
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NEW
PRACTICE

RESTART

How do we let go of
obsolete activity in ways
to avoid regression to the
‘old norm’

How do we re-start paused
activities in ways that add
most value?

STOPPED

STARTED
POST - CRISIS

OLD
PRACTICE

Source: Ian Burbidge, RSA (2020);
Anne McMurray (2020)

Reflect Recover Renew
Core Principles for Reflection
1. Priority is given to the process and time allocated as ‘work’
2. Everyone involved is expected to contribute
3. Grade and hierarchy do not matter – everyone has something of value to offer

4. The process is disciplined and structured, creative and participative, skilfully facilitated
5. Learning's are recorded in some form to be available as ‘lessons’ and ‘data’ for future
planning and the benefits of others
6. Learning leads to immediate application to consequent actions; individuals gain confidence

in their ability to deal with the next stage of the crisis
7. Participants may replicate the process themselves and with their teams
8. All records are collated into a summary report for reviewing together when it is possible to
re-engage in a group setting

Reflect, Recover & Renew

REFLECT sensitively
RECOVER with kindness
RENEW with hope

Use one word to describe
how you feel after
this session

Questions for exploring within your team


What are the key change practice challenges?



What would support local application?
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